WHAT
Can I Create in the Arts @ GS?

AT GS, OUR LOVE OF ART IS DISPLAYED EVERYWHERE.
IN GALLERIES AND STUDIOS, ON STAGE AND SCREEN, THROUGH ALMOST 50 COURSES AND 12 FACULTY (ALL PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS), AND IN THE CREATIVITY OF OUR STUDENTS.

There are so many artistic choices—like whether to dance or direct or design furniture from GS trees. Extensive course options let you dive deep into one art or make a mosaic out of several. Outside class, you can put your art and soul into groups like Argo (art and literary magazine) and Art for Relief (charity arts event), and with 13 annual exhibits and performances, we regularly share our talents as a community.

We also share those talents with the world, and they notice. Students have performed at Carnegie Hall and been honored at the Tribeca Film Festival. Their work is routinely selected for local exhibits and scholastic arts prizes. GS was even named Outstanding Visual Arts Community by the PA Art Education Association.

But the rewards of making art at GS go beyond laurels and beyond the art itself. The real prize is what you can become through art: creative, to be sure, but also focused, disciplined, collaborative, open-minded, observant, self-expressive, and very confident.

PERFORMING ARTS
Dance
Film, Media Literacy
Music: audio recording, instrumental, vocal
Theater: acting & directing, design & production, performance classes

VISUAL ARTS
Art History
Ceramics
Digital Imaging
Graphic Design
Painting & Drawing
Photography
Sculpture
Woodworking

Come to George School. Create some magic.